
White Light Being, White Light Sphere & Golden Light of Creation 

Your White Light Being is AMAZING and is something which is not difficult to develop, 

it just needs regular attention and intention. The White Light of Purity is God given 

energy which already exists within you. It’s in every cell and particle of your Being 

however it is your free will to choose how much White Light Purity you activate within 

yourself.  

Please note: free will is mostly about how much Light you choose to live as and express. 

Less Light more density, more Light less density - it’s a simple equation but lots of work, 

until it isn’t lots of work - excuse my Zen! 

 

In the Cosmic Light Wave Activation Programme we say, “the White Light of 

Purity activates all particles of my Being”  

This line not only reminds but commands us to activate and enliven all that stunning 

inherent White Light residing in us. By bringing this awareness to our consciousness, we 

are well on our way. Now we need to cultivate the White Light of Purity within us and 

bring it into fruition as we birth our White Light Being.  We then need to maintain it. 

Sense & visualise yourself literally filling with Pure White Light as the energy is activated 

within you, including your body, your heart, your mind, your consciousness, your energy 

fields and your Aura. See and feel yourself as a White Light Being. 

 

The Golden Light of Creation is Divine Cosmic Energy. Within every Soul and all life is 

dazzling, blinding, Golden Cosmic Energy – you would not be alive here on Earth, or 

anywhere in the Cosmos for that matter if it was not there. There is only this, for it is life 

itself!!  Imagine your Soul as a sun radiating golden light but covered with layers of 

heavy material. The material represents physical form plus varying levels of accumulated 

density, lower mind etc according to your fee will. Now imagine simply pulling away all 

the layers of material and voila, underneath it all is the golden sun of your Soul! The 

outer materials layered over your golden sun Soul are heavy materials, the layers closer 

to your golden sun Soul become progressively finer and more sheer.  

 



What is the difference between the White Light of Purity and the Golden Light of 

Creation? 

The White Light of Purity is an aspect within the Golden Light of Creation, a quality. 

Examples of other qualities are Love, Peace, Wisdom etc.  

The Golden Light of Creation is a medium which *nearly all Creation uses to take form, 

and to manifest. The Golden Light of Creation is a vehicle for Divine Creation expression 

to go forth from God. It’s the Cosmic Glue which holds the fabric of the Universe 

together. The Cosmic Glue allows (God’s) creations to exist suspended in glorious 

Creation!  It also enables life aka us, et al, to continue creating as well, however most 

life uses the energy innately rather than consciously. Once you understand the deeper 

sense of this explanation, you will begin to gradually understand the myriad creation 

possibilities available to you. The more Light your cultivate within you (White Light 

Being, Golden Light of Creation) the more you will create naturally in the flow of our 

timeless, limitless Cosmos.  

 

* I say nearly all Creation because the Great Mystery reveals only what we are ready to 

perceive 

 

What is the White Light Sphere and how does it fit in with the White Light Being and 

Golden Light of Creation? 

The White Light Sphere is truly Divine. Its White Light energy is generally sheer or 

transparent, but it can also go opaque when required e.g when extra protection is 

required. 

Your White Light Sphere is usually the size of your Aura. There can be exceptions re this 

but they aren’t relevant here. As your Aura grows in size, so will your White Light Sphere. 

 

Your White Light Sphere has many functions including: 

It is a bubble of purity and very much the halo of your White Light Being 

It purifies your Aura  

It creates a natural perimeter for you to gauge the size of your core STAR 

When strong it acts a buffer to density or overstimulation 

It allows Divine Frequencies access when appropriate 



It benefits all life that experiences the energy of it  

It creates a zone where the Golden Light of Creation energy intensifies and builds  

 

What happens to your White Light Being & White Light Sphere once your STAR is 

activated? 

Everything becomes even more glorious and Divine!  The energies interface each other 

and are always there. Each time you activate your STAR your focus may be more on its 

golden power rays however, over time you will be able to perceive your White Light 

Being, White Light Sphere and your STAR, simultaneously.  

ENJOY!! 

 

 

  

 


